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An hour ice rental is 50 minutes of skating time and a ten minute resurface at the end of the 50-minute skating
session.
An ice resurface is always required and must be the last utilization of time rented by the current customer in
order to prepare the ice for the next client. The last resurface in the session cannot be waived under any
circumstances.
The minimum ice rental period is 45 minutes and includes 35 minutes of skating and an ice resurface at the
end of the skating time. Ice time must be scheduled in 15-minute increments only. The cost of a 45-minute
session is 3/4 the cost of a standard one-hour rental session.
If the rented time is not exact multiples of consecutive one (1) hour segments, the price of the total session
will be calculated as the SUM of the following:
(a) The hourly rate of one-hour rental times the number of hours rented
(b) The number of additional minutes of actual skating time required rounded to the NEXT 10 minutes.
The cost of the additional time is calculated as the number of additional 10-minute segments
requested times the equivalent percentage of the standard hourly rate
(c) The cost of the additional 10 minutes to provide the resurface for the next client of the facility
Example: If the client requires 122 minutes of actual skating time, and the standard ice time rental rate is
$300 per hour, the charge will be $800.00.
2 full hours - $600.00
(100 minutes of skating)
30 minutes - $150.00
(to cover the additional 22 minutes of skating)
Resurfacing - $50.00
(to prepare the ice for the next client)
$800.00
If the client is a sophisticated and knowledgeable ice user, the Senior Facility Manager (SFM) may, at his/her
sole discretion, waive the requirement for internal segment ice resurfacing. Such a waiver can only be granted
if a client representative, an authorized officer of the client organization, signs a Waiver Form declaring that
his/her organization has formally requested the waiver against the advice of the facility, and fully understands
that the client organization is, and will be, totally responsible for any liability issues that are caused by
potentially unsafe ice conditions that result from skipping normal facility recommended ice resurfacing.
However, the final ice resurface required to prepare the ice for the next client can never be waived at the
client’s request.
PRIVATE ICE RENTAL OVERRUN CHARGES
If a client overruns his rented time by more than one (1) minute past his/her scheduled session ending time,
the client will be billed at the sole discretion of the SFM for extra time at the rate of half of the standard

hourly rate for each partial quarter hour used past his/her scheduled end time plus the cost of a resurface
(one-quarter the hourly rate) to prepare the ice for the next client.
Under no circumstances will the client be allowed to overrun more than 30 minutes. If it looks like the client
may be planning to overrun more than 30 minutes, the SFM, or his/her designee, will announce over the PA
system the session is officially over and will begin to turn off the lights if the client members do not
immediately leave the ice surface. It should be noted that time for possible overruns should be scheduled
when initially renting the ice.
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